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Abstract
We have measured the production of both Lyα and Hα fluorescence from
atomic H and D for the photodissociation of H2 and D2 by linearly polarized
photons with energies between 24 and 60 eV. In this energy range, excited
photofragments result primarily from the production of doubly excited
molecular species which promptly autoionize or dissociate into two neutrals.
Our data are compared with ab initio calculations of the dissociation process,
in which both doubly excited state production and prompt ionization (non-
resonant) channels are considered. Agreement between our experimental data
and that of earlier work, and with our theoretical calculations, is qualitative at
best.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Photodissociation of H2 is the simplest chemical reaction, yet our theoretical understanding
of it is incomplete [1–7]. The photodissociation process involves the correlated motion of
strongly interacting particles, often having large potential and/or kinetic energy. As such, it
serves as a prototype of a many-body system far from equilibrium. Photodissociation of H2 by
VUV photons is important in a host of important applied problems as well, including fusion
plasmas [8], interstellar and intergalactic media [9] and the dynamics of extrasolar planetary
atmospheres [10].

Molecular hydrogen can be dissociated by photon impact in four distinct ways:

γ + H2 → H∗
2 → H(1) + H(n), (1)
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Figure 1. Potential energy curves of H2 and H+
2 showing the doubly excited Q states (see [5] and

references therein). Thin dashed curves: Q states of 1�+
u symmetry; thin continuous curves: Q

states of 1�u symmetry. Thick curves: H+
2 states. A large number of singly excited bound states

of H2 exist in the region bounded by the H2 and H+
2 ground states, as indicated.

→ H+∗
2 + e− → H(n) + H+ + e−, (2)

→ H2
∗∗ → H+∗

2 + e− → H(n) + H+ + e−, (3a)

→ H− + H+, (3b)

→ H(n) + H+ + e−, (3c)

→ H(n) + H(n′), (3d)

and

→ 2H+ + 2e−. (4)

Processes (1), (2), (3) and (4) correspond, respectively, to the production of a singly excited
molecule which subsequently dissociates, direct non-resonant molecular ionization followed
by prompt dissociation, production of doubly excited ‘Q’ states embedded in the continuum
which can either autoionize and dissociate or promptly dissociate into a variety of possible
photofragments and, finally, prompt double ionization. Understanding processes (1)–(4) is
aided by reference to figure 1. Since photon absorption is practically an instantaneous process,
the molecular target can be thought of as making a ‘vertical (Franck–Condon) transition’,
whose height corresponds to the incident photon energy. However, the subsequent evolution
of the system through processes (1)–(4) implies that the electronic and nuclear motions
cannot be considered separately, and that the assumption of adiabatic nuclear motion during
dissociation is no longer appropriate.

While the photodissociation of H2 is fundamental, it is not simple, as is apparent from
the cappellini-like potential energy diagram of figure 1. In this paper, we concentrate on
processes involving two active electrons that result in at least one neutral photofragment,
i.e. (2) and (3) above. These channels cannot be considered in an independent electron
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model and as such are particularly sensitive to correlated electron motion. (The direct
double ionization channel has recently been investigated using a combination of state-of-
the-art experimental and calculational tools [7, 11].) When the incident photon energy E
exceeds ∼26 eV, the lowest lying doubly excited states, corresponding to a 2pσ u H+

2 state
core dressed with an excited electron, become accessible. Since the corresponding potential
energy curves are repulsive, autoionization of these states (which can be slow) competes with
dissociation into neutrals, which means that the autoionization lifetime is also sensitive to
the nuclear motion, and interferences between ionization and dissociation may occur. The
Q states that do not autoionize (i.e. Q states with an autoionization lifetime larger than the
dissociation time) dissociate diabatically. In the region above 26 eV, population of higher
lying doubly excited and H+

2 states and, finally, double ionization, are the only mechanisms
for photofragment production. Above ∼54 eV, only single or double direct ionization can
produce photofragments, because resonant production of the Q states can occur only below the
(1/R) Coulombic H+ + H+ + 2e− asymptotic limit. Photofragments produced either through
intermediate H+

2 or H∗∗
2 states are ‘fast’, with kinetic energies >2.5 eV, coming as they do from

potential energy curves that are strongly repulsive in the Franck–Condon region.
Complete unraveling of the breakup paths in reactions (2) and (3) dictates quantum-

state-specific identification of the photofragments. This can be accomplished effectively by
observing fluorescence from the decay of the excited H. The simplest and most elementary
measurements of this type are ‘excitation functions’ for the photofragments, i.e., the
measurement of fluorescent intensity versus E. Given the ubiquity and broad importance
of H2, the paucity of such data is surprising. The only excitation function studies for channels
(2) and (3) of which we are aware have been carried out by Glass-Maujean and co-workers
[12–16], Arai et al [17] and Odagiri et al [18]. Experiments to date have investigated Lyα,
Hα, Hβ and Hγ emissions, with E ranging between ∼26 and 60 eV. (Below, we will use the
abbreviations ‘Lyα’ for Lyman-α, n = 2 → n = 1 emission at 122 nm, ‘Hα’ for Balmer-α,
n = 3 → n = 2 emission at 656 nm, and ‘Hβ’ for Balmer-β, n = 4 → n = 2 emission at
486 nm.)

Agreement between these data and the only existing theoretical calculations has been
poor. As mentioned above, photodissociation from doubly excited states competes with
ionization and autoionization. However, previous attempts [3, 4, 6, 13–16] to evaluate
the photodissociation cross section σd have made use of the simple empirical formula
σd(E) = χdσa(E), where σa is the absorption cross section evaluated in the Franck–Condon
approximation and χd is the dissociation yield or survival probability. The latter quantity has
been either estimated [13] or calculated semiclassically [3, 4] assuming that it is independent
of the photon energy. This procedure neglects interferences between autoionization and direct
ionization, as well as between different doubly excited states.

A proper theoretical treatment that includes the competition between all possible
ionization and dissociation channels has recently become available [19]. It involves solving
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in a basis of molecular Feshbach states especially
designed to describe resonant and non-resonant processes as well as interferences between
them. B-spline basis functions are used to represent both the electronic and the nuclear
wavefunctions. The method takes into account all electronic and vibrational degrees
of freedom and, therefore, allows one to describe the interplay between electronic and
nuclear motions. It has been successfully used to describe dissociative photoionization and
photodissociation of H2 up to ∼36 eV [19].

In this paper, we report new measurements of Lyα and Hα fluorescence excitation
functions from 24 to 60 eV for H2 and D2, in combination with the results of the new
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theory, which has been extended to account for D2 and a substantially wider photon energy
range.

2. Experimental details

Our measurements were performed on the high-resolution atomic, molecular and optical
physics undulator beam line (10.0.1.2) of the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory. A grazing-incidence spherical-grating monochromator
equipped with a 380 lines mm−1 grating was used to select values of E between 26 and
60 eV with a constant resolution of 30 meV. The light from the monochromator had a linear
polarization in the horizontal plane >99%. This light was collimated to a beam spot size of
∼0.5 mm, at which point it intersected an effusive target of H2 or D2 gas. Downstream from the
interaction region, its intensity was monitored by a calibrated photodiode (IRD AXUV100).
The collision chamber and fluorescence detection apparatus have been described previously
[20], but both were modified from the original set-up as described below.

The photon–gas collision region was observed by optical detection systems at polar angles
of 35.3◦, 144.7◦ and 90◦ relative to the incident photon propagation axis, the first two being
in the plane defined by the electric field of the incident photons and their propagation axis,
the latter being perpendicular to this plane. The photon detectors at 35.3◦ and 90◦ were used
to detect Hα light and comprised f/1.9 fused-silica collection lenses, a linear polarizer in the
case of the 90◦ port to eliminate polarization sensitivity of the fluorescence intensity [21],
interference filters (656 nm; 0.9 nm FWHM) to select the atomic transition to be monitored
and lenses to refocus the collimated light onto the GaAs photocathodes of the photomultiplier
tubes (Hamamatsu R943-02) used to detect the light. Titanium cones with axes that were
coincident with the centre of the interaction region were used to shield the insulating surfaces
of the focusing lenses. The front ends of these cones were 36 mm from the intersection point
defined by the axes of the photon beam and the effusive gas jet needle, whose tip was ∼2 mm
from this point. Lyα photons were detected by a channel electron multiplier preceded by a
MgF2 window which limited this detector’s sensitivity to photons with wavelengths between
115 and 200 nm. Being at ‘magic angles’, neither this detector nor the one at 35.3◦ required
polarization correction.

In order to determine the possible effects of radiation trapping and quenching of excited H
atoms by H2 [22], we studied the pressure dependence of the shapes of the intensity curves. No
dependence was observed between a chamber pressure of 2 × 10−4 and 2 × 10−6 Torr. From
the data of Humphrey [23], and factoring in the gas sensitivity of our Bayard–Alpert ionization
gauge, we estimate that the gauge pressure range indicated corresponds to an interaction region
pressure from 7 mTorr to 1.5 mTorr. This is consistent with negligible radiation trapping or
quenching.

3. Theoretical calculations

In the theoretical calculations we discuss here, we solve the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation (TDSE) using the exact non-relativistic Hamiltonian of H2 and the radiation–molecule
interaction potential in the dipole approximation and velocity gauge, V (t) = �p · �A(t). For
a photon energy h̄ω, the vector potential �A(t), polarized along the vector �ez, is defined
in a finite time interval [−T/2, +T/2] as �A(t) = A0f (t) cos(ωt + ϕ), with an envelope
f (t) = cos2(πt/T ) and a phase ϕ = 0. Since the experiments are performed with synchrotron
radiation, one must define �A(t) in a long enough time interval. We have used T = 10 fs, but
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we have checked that longer intervals lead to practically identical results [19]. Following
the usual Feshbach procedure in which the non-resonant and resonant parts of the electronic
wavefunction are assigned to two orthogonal complementary subspaces P and Q, respectively,
we project the TDSE in a basis of molecular vibronic states associated with each subspace
(see [19] for details). These states are written in the Born–Oppenheimer approximation as
products of electronic and vibrational wavefunctions. The bound electronic wavefunctions are
represented in a basis of configurations built from H+

2 orbitals expanded in a basis of spherical
harmonics and a basis of radial B-splines defined in a box of finite size. The continuum
states are evaluated by means of the L2 close-coupling method [24] by using the same H+

2
orbitals and B-spline functions as for bound states. The ‘discretized’ continuum states lead
to total photoionization cross sections that are practically identical to the experimental ones
[25]. Vibrational (bound and dissociative) wavefunctions have also been expanded in a basis
of B-splines. The size of the electronic and nuclear boxes has been chosen so that the spacing
between discretized levels is much smaller than the photon bandwidth and the autoionization
widths of the relevant doubly excited states. These conditions ensure that the electronic and
vibrational wave packets do not reach the walls of the electronic and vibrational boxes at t �
+T/2 and that the autoionization decay is properly described [19].

The calculations reported here include the ground state of H2 (D2) and all the vibronic states
(dissociative and non-dissociative) with energies below h̄ω + 6.0 eV associated with the lowest
six Q1, seven Q2 and six Q3 doubly excited states of both 1�+

u and 1�u symmetries [26–28] and
with the 1sσgεl, 2pσuεl, 2pπuεl, 2sσgεl, 3pσuεl, 3dσgεl, 3dπgεl, 3dδgεl, 3pπuεl, and 3sσgεl

ionization continua. This amounts to ∼100 000 vibronic states. Since the ionization thresholds
associated with the first three continua are the dominant ones, we have neglected interchannel
couplings between those three continua and the continua associated with higher thresholds
[19]. All other couplings, both dipolar (i.e., through the radiation–molecule potential V(t)) and
electrostatic (i.e., through the molecular Hamiltonian) are taken into account in the calculations
within the framework of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation.

To extract the dissociation probability into specific H(nl) states we have used the well-
known Barat–Lichten rules [29] to diabatically correlate the H2 (D2) resonant states and the
H+

2 ionization thresholds to the corresponding atomic states in the separate-atom limit. These
correlations are given in table 1. Note that some of these correlations are at variance with those
used in the analysis of [16], which were obtained by assuming a diabatic behaviour between
the Q1 and Q2 states and the singly excited configurations, and an adiabatic one within the
Q1 and Q2 manifolds [15].

4. Data and discussion

Our data for both experiment and theory are shown in figures 2–5 in conjunction with the
data of [12, 14, 16]. Because our experimental data are not absolute, we have normalized
all our data sets to the theoretical value at 34 eV. This energy was picked for normalization
because the Lyα data exhibit a maximum cross section in this region, and cascading effects are
expected to be minimal (see below). In the case of the Hα excitation functions, the theoretically
predicted 3p contributions correspond to that fraction of the 3p state that decays into the 2s
level with a branching ratio of 12%. The indicated uncertainty in our data is due primarily
to variations in the normalized intensities from run to run. Statistical noise and systematic
uncertainties in the calibration of the photodiode used to detect the incident photon flux are
small compared to these fluctuations. The agreement between our experiment and theory and
the other experimental data is at best qualitative. The variation of the calculated Ly-α H2 cross
section with photon energy is in somewhat better agreement with the present measurements
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Table 1. Barat–Lichten rules [29] that correlate the separate-atom limit to the H2 doubly excited states and the H+
2 ionization thresholds included in the theoretical calculations; (a)

doubly excited states; (b) ionization thresholds. For each Q state, only the dominant doubly excited configuration is indicated (see [25] for details).

Q1
1�+

u Q1
1�u Q2

1�+
u Q2

1�u

(a) Doubly excited states

H2
∗∗(2pσ u,2sσ g) → H(1s) + H(2s) H2

∗∗(2pσ u,3dπg) → H(1s) + H(2p) H2
∗∗(2pπu,3dπg) → H(2p) + H(2p) H2

∗∗(2pπu,2sσ g) → H(2p) + H(2s)
H2

∗∗(2pσ u,3dσ g → H(1s) + H(2p) H2
∗∗(2pσ u,4dπg) → H(1s) + H(3p) H2

∗∗(2pπu,4dπg) → H(2p) + H(3p) H2
∗∗(2pπu,3dσ g) → H(2p) + H(2p)

H2
∗∗(2pσ u,3sσ g) → H(1s) + H(3s) H2

∗∗(2pσ u,5gπg) → H(1s) + H(3d) H2
∗∗(2pπu,5dπg) → H(2p) + H(n = 4) H2

∗∗(2pπu,3sσ g) → H(2p) + H(3s)
H2

∗∗(2pσ u,4dσ g) → H(1s) + H(3p) H2
∗∗(2pσ u,5dπg) → H(1s) + H(n = 4) H2

∗∗(2pπu,5gπg) → H(2p) + H(3d) H2
∗∗(2pπu,3sσ g) → H(2p) + H(3s)

H2
∗∗(2pσ u,5gσ g) → H(1s) + H(3d) H2

∗∗(2pσ u,6gπg) → H(1s) + H(n = 4) H2
∗∗(2pπu,6dπg) → H(2p) + H(n = 5) H2

∗∗(2pπu,4sσ g) → H(2p) + H(n = 4)
H2

∗∗(2pσ u,4sσ g) → H(1s) + H(n = 4) H2
∗∗(2pσ u,7iπg) → H(1s) + H(n = 4) H2

∗∗(2pπu,6gπg) → H(2p) + H(n = 4) H2
∗∗(2pπu,5dσ g) → H(2p) + H(n = 4)

H2
∗∗(2pπu,5gσ g) → H(2p) + H(3d)

(b) Ionization thresholds

H+
2 (1sσ g) H+

2 (2pσ u) H+
2 (2pπu) H+

2 (2sσ g) H+
2 (3pσ u) H+

2 (3dσ g) H+
2 (3dπg) H+

2 (3dδg) H+
2 (3pπu) H+

2 (3sσ g)
H(1s) H(1s) H(2p) H(2s) H(2s) H(2p) H(2p) H(3d) H(3p) H(3s)
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Figure 2. Excitation functions for Lyman-α photoemission resulting from H2 photodissociation
by linearly polarized light. Circles: present experimental results normalized to theory at 34 eV;
squares: absolute results of Glass-Maujean et al [12]. Theory: thick black curve, total H(2p)
cross section; dashed-dotted line, contribution of Q1 doubly excited states (channel (3)); short
dashed line, contribution of Q2 doubly excited states (channel (3)); long dashed line, non-resonant
contribution corresponding to the dissociative ionization process (channel (2)).
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Figure 3. The same as in figure 2 but for D2 molecules.

than with those of [12]. Our calculated values are comparable to the absolute ones reported
in the latter reference. The most significant disagreements occur with the Hα results, where
the high-energy secondary maxima observed experimentally are, in comparison with the low-
energy peak, significantly larger than in the calculated cross sections. It is important to note
that channel (3) resonant Q3 (2sσ g) doubly excited state excitation—which is required for
reasonable heuristic fits to the Hα data [6, 16]—is predicted to be small-to-negligible on the
basis of our ab initio theory (see also [5]).

It can be seen that the H2 and D2 Lyα spectra are significantly different. Two effects
can explain this observation. First, D2 dissociates more slowly than H2 (due to the different
mass), so that the time available for autoionization is slightly larger and, consequently, the
dissociation yield associated with the doubly-excited states is smaller. Second, the ‘effective’
Franck–Condon region in D2 is narrower than in H2 and, therefore, fewer doubly excited states
are efficiently populated, leading again to a reduction in the dissociation yield associated with
the doubly excited states. Both effects explain why the Lyα resonant contribution is relatively
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Figure 4. Excitation functions for H-α photoemission resulting from H2 photodissociation by
linearly polarized light. Experiment: circles, present results normalized to theory at 34 eV;
squares, absolute results of Glass-Maujean et al [15]; diamonds, absolute results of Garcia et al
[16]. Theoretical fluorescence cross section equals the combination of production cross sections
H(3s) + 0.12H(3p) + H(3d) (thick black line); dashed lines, contribution from doubly excited
states; dashed-dotted lines, non-resonant contribution corresponding to the dissociative ionization
processes. Black: H(3s); red: 0.12H(3p); green: H(3d).
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Figure 5. The same as in figure 4 but for D2 molecules.

larger in H2 than in D2 (see figures 2 and 3). However, one must also take into account that,
due to interference effects between resonant and non-resonant processes, the ionization profile
does not necessarily follow the Franck–Condon behaviour [2]. Although the latter effect does
not seem to modify the ‘expected’ behaviour in the Lyα case, the similarity of the Hα spectra
in H2 and D2 (see figures 4 and 5) suggests that this is not the general case.

None of the experimental data sets shown in figures 2–5 have been corrected for cascading
contributions or the effects of l-state-dependent detection efficiency [16]. The latter problem
can arise if the volume over which photons must be emitted in order to be detected is comparable
in length scale to the distance an emitting photofragment travels in a fluorescence lifetime.
Using a typical dissociation energy of 10–15 eV (which is shared equally between the two
heavy photofragments) for the processes considered here, the emitting hydrogen atoms will be
travelling at ∼35 km s−1. Thus a Lyα lifetime (1.6 ns) corresponds to a distance of ∼0.06 mm.
The H (n = 3) states have lifetimes of 158, 5.3 and 15.5 ns for l = 0, 1 and 2, respectively.
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Thus only the 3s state can be expected to exhibit any cut-off of volume detection efficiency.
Garcia et al [16] quote a sensitive solid angle corresponding to a transverse area of the order
of (2 mm)3, and thus expect significantly reduced sensitivity for 3s–2p emission only. Our
detection solid angles (for a purely geometric projection in the case of the Lyα channeltron and
an effective photocathode image size at the interaction region in the case of Hα) correspond
to transverse areas at the interaction region of the order of (∼1.3 cm)2. Thus we expect
perhaps a 1/3 reduction in our sensitivity to 3s–2p emission. Having said this, the theoretical
calculations we have performed indicate that 3s fluorescence is important in the regions below
34 eV for H2 and 33 eV for D2, and above 42 eV in both cases, in marked disagreement
with the conclusions of Garcia et al ([16], their figure 5) and Glass-Maujean et al ([15], their
figure 4(a)). Since our experimental cross sections have enhanced values in the middle range
between 33 and 43 eV compared with theory, a reduced sensitivity to 3s fluorescence cannot
explain the different shape of the two data sets.

Cascading contributions represent a more serious obstacle when it comes to interpreting
the data and making meaningful comparisons between experiment and theory. A Grotrian
diagram for H (n = 1–4), shown in figure 6, indicates the lifetimes and branching ratios for the
various states of relevance for this discussion. For the solid angles that our detectors viewed
in this experiment, it is safe to assume that all the population of the 4f state will ultimately be
detected as both Hα and Lyα fluorescence, while the 4d state population will result through
cascade contributions essentially only in Lyα light because of the large 1s–3p branching ratio.
Cascading from the 4p state can reasonably be ignored, while contributions from the 4s state
will result in both Hα and Lyα fluorescence, albeit with a significantly reduced contribution
due to the long lifetime (227 ns) of this state. Making reasonable assumptions about the
geometric diminishment of sensitivity for relatively long-lived states, we estimate that the
fluorescence intensity we detect, I = S + C, where S is the direct signal and C is the cascading
contribution, can be characterized for H2 targets by

S(Lyα) ∝ σ2p, (5a)

C(Lyα) ∝ (σ3d + σ4f + 0.75σ 4d + 0.26σ 4s + 0.63σ3s), (5b)

S(Hα) ∝ (σ3d + 0.12σ3p + σ3s), (5c)

and

C(Hα) ∝ σ4f, (5d)
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Figure 7. The ratio of direct fluorescence signal (S; see text equation (5)) to total signal including
cascading contribution (I + S), or cascading ‘correction factor’ versus incident photon energy. Data
from theoretical calculations for resonant excitation of higher lying states only.

where σ is a production cross section. In the case of deuterium, for which the heavy
photofragments have a speed of 0.71 that of the equivalent H2 fragments, equation (5b)
becomes

C(Lyα) ∝ (σ3d + σ4f + 0.75σ 4d + 0.37σ 4s + 0.76σ3s). (5e)

Using theoretical estimates of the n = 3 and n = 4 production cross sections, we can thus
estimate the cascading contribution to our Lyα and Hα fluorescence signals. These are shown
in figure 7. Since non-resonant dissociative channels leading to H (n = 4) are not included
in the calculations (see table 1), our theoretical estimates of the H (n = 4) populations are
only valid in the resonant region. Furthermore, since only the six lowest doubly excited states
of each symmetry are included (see table 1), the calculated H (n = 4) populations are not
expected to be accurate to better than a factor of 2 in the resonant region. It is expected that
n = 5 and higher lying populations will produce some cascading signal, with the 5d state
contributing the most significantly, through a direct transition to the 2p state. The lifetimes
of the 5s and 5g states are 352 and 235 ns, respectively, and are not expected to contribute
significantly. Nonetheless, the cascading estimates shown in figure 7 should be taken as upper
bounds and should be qualitatively correct in the resonant region.

In the case of both the H2 and D2 Ly-α data, it is apparent that at least some of the
discrepancy between experiment and theory above 34 eV can be explained in terms of
cascading contributions. The normalized experimental data points lie almost exclusively
above the theory in this energy range, with the deviation becoming increasingly significant
above 36 eV, where the cascading correction factor due to resonant processes is the largest.
A non-resonant cascade contribution, not calculated here, and not included in the data of
figure 7, could account for the even larger discrepancies above 38–39 eV.

Since the theoretical calculations indicate that the contribution of the Q3 autoionizing
states is much smaller than that of the Q1 and Q2 ones, discrepancies between experiment and
theory in the 35–48 eV energy range cannot be explained in terms of the populations of these
higher lying Q states.
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One would expect that application of an electric field to the interaction region might affect
cascade contributions to the fluorescence signal by mixing higher-lying excited states. Indeed,
this technique may prove effective for quantifying these effects. We note that in a preliminary
crude experiment, we applied weak (<50 V cm−1) electric fields to the target volume by means
of a single electrode, and saw no significant change in the excitation functions we measured.

5. Conclusions

We have compared in this paper a precise, comprehensive excitation-function data set for
photodissociation of the fundamental H2 and D2 systems with a state-of-the-art ab initio
theory. Given the prototypical nature of this chemical system, it is particularly troubling that
none of the experimental data agree well with each other, and that none are in full agreement
with the theory. The most significant disagreement between experiment and theory centres on
whether excitation of the higher lying Q3 and Q4 states is important, and the level at which the
3s states contribute to the H-α signal. It is apparent that significantly more work needs to be
done by both experimentalists and theorists to understand at a basic level how a doubly excited
hydrogen or deuterium molecule falls apart. Effects due to cascading must be quantified, and
the troubling discrepancy between the available data sets needs to be resolved.
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